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Abstract: Substantial research has been conducted to develop proactive and reactive countermeasures against mal-
ware threats. Gathering and analyzing data are widely accepted approaches for accelerating the research towards
understanding malware threats. However, collecting useful data is not an easy task for individuals or new researchers
owing to several technical barriers, such as conducting honeypot operations securely. The anti-Malware engineering
WorkShop (MWS) was organized in 2008 to fill this gap; since then, we have shared datasets that are useful for ac-
celerating the data-driven anti-malware research in Japan. This paper provides the definitive collection of the MWS
Datasets that are a collection of different datasets for use in anti-malware research. We also report the effectiveness
of the MWS Datasets from the viewpoint of published research papers and how to empower some of the papers by
using the MWS Datasets. Furthermore, our discussion about issues of the MWS Datasets reveal the future directions
for accelerating anti-malware research from the perspectives of dataset collection activity and dataset use activity.
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1. Introduction

Substantial research has been conducted to develop proactive
and reactive countermeasures against malware threats. Gathering
and analyzing data are widely accepted approaches for accelerat-
ing the research towards understanding malware threats. Recent
years have seen many efforts to take measures against evasive
malware [1], [2] that avoid analysis and/or detection and to probe
actively malicious servers [3], [4] such as those involved in com-
mand and control. These research achievements are based on the
observation of massive real-world data.

However, collecting useful data is not an easy task for indi-
viduals or new researchers owing to technical barriers involving
issues such as the types of honeypot they use, how to deploy their
honeypot in the network environment, how many honeypots they
operate, which tools they use to analyze the collected malware
and so on. In addition, the results of analyzing collected data are
helpful for use in additional research such as malware classifica-
tion based on machine learning using dynamic analysis logs. To
obtain accessible data, researchers must deploy an analysis envi-
ronment and massively analyze the data as preparation. Not only
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technical obstacles, but also a risk of being exposed to and expe-
riencing attacks is potentially involved.

In 2008, the anti-Malware engineering WorkShop (MWS) was
organized in an effort to overcome these barriers. The main ob-
jective of the MWS is to accelerate and expand the data-driven
anti-malware research in Japan by sharing useful datasets. In ad-
dition, research achievements presented at the MWS result in in-
tensified efforts owing to the competition involved [5]. We have
shared a summary of the MWS Datasets in Japanese [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11] covering the three attack phases of 1) probing, 2)
infection, and 3) malware activities after infection, as shown in
Fig. 1. And the competition [12] for anti-malware technique was
started in 2009 as an application of the MWS Datasets. Through-
out the seven years of MWS’s history, the administrative and
technical aspects of MWS 2009 were evaluated at the very be-
ginning of the MWS in Ref. [13], and the experiences of shar-
ing the datasets in the MWS community for a period of seven
years were recently reported in Ref. [14]. Of course, there are

Fig. 1 Attack phases of malware applicable to the MWS Datasets.
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many efforts [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23] us-
ing the MWS Datasets, but the definitive collection of the details
of each dataset and the practical effectiveness of sharing the MWS
Datasets have never been comprehensively provided. This paper
makes the following contributions:
• We provide the definitive collection of the MWS Datasets.

The details of each dataset are described in a unified and
comprehensive way so as to be referred to by many re-
searchers. We believe that our paper is useful especially for
a researcher who is about to start his/her research using the
MWS Datasets because it is crucial for such a user to fully
understand the data collection environment and techniques
used to compile the dataset. Without such background infor-
mation, he/she may fail to catch the limitations of the dataset,
resulting in a wrong use of the datasets.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the MWS Datasets
from the viewpoint of research activities that arise from the
datasets. We first track the number of published papers
presented at the MWS sessions. Next, we pick some re-
search papers whose contributions have been empowered by
the MWS Datasets. It is now easier than ever, not only to
use the common dataset for their evaluation experiments but
also to share their analysis techniques and results among re-
searchers. These results definitively show that anti-malware
research in Japan has been accelerated.

• In order to further dataset collection activity, we express the
significant concerns based on our experience from four per-
spectives; dataset varieties, dataset volume, dataset continu-
ity, and shared analysis environment. Our discussions open
new opportunities, not only to accelerate the data-driven
anti-malware research with researchers coming from a vari-
ety of fields, but also to collaborate with other communities
to exchange useful datasets on global terms.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the details of each dataset included in the MWS
Datasets. Section 3 shows the effectiveness of sharing the MWS
Datasets by a record of usage trends of the MWS Datasets from
the first usage in 2008 to the most recent in 2014 and research
examples that each dataset contributed. Section 4 discusses
the current challenges to anti-malware research and the required
datasets. Section 5 introduces related work on research commu-
nities and datasets. Section 6 presents conclusions.

2. MWS Datasets

The MWS Datasets are a collection of different types of
datasets that are designed for use in anti-malware research. We
share the MWS Datasets within the MWS community, which
consists of researchers in industry, academia, and research insti-
tutes in Japan. Many research achievements from the use of the
MWS Datasets have been presented at the MWS session as a part
of the Computer Security Symposium (CSS), which is one of the
largest academic conference on computer security in Japan. By
using a common dataset, researchers can start to work without
performing initial data collection themselves and can learn prac-
tical techniques from others easily.

In expectation of sharing research achievements from diverse

Table 1 Answer for questions related to effectiveness of the MWS Datasets.

Question Year Yes No Neutral No response

2008 11 2 1 1
Q1 2009 19 1 5 0

2010 17 1 6 0

2008 14 0 1 0
Q2 2009 21 2 1 1

2010 20 0 5 0

points of view at the MWS session, we assumed three type of
researchers when we developed the first CCC DATAset in 2008;
1) highly-professional on malware analysis, 2) packet analysis
expert such as intrusion detection, and 3) entry level researcher
who is unfamiliar with malware analysis and/or packet analysis.
In response to these types, we developed each dataset as in Sec-
tions 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3. We helped researchers to conduct
continuous experiment and analyze long-term trend changes by
providing past dataset after that.

In order to improve the MWS Datasets based on requests from
researchers, we had a questionnaire after each MWS session from
2008 to 2010. One of the free description type questionnaire was
what dataset researcher wants. Examples of answer were follow-
ing threat changes, increasing in volume, being analyzed by typi-
cal tool, being observed in different environment, being available
in real time, being able to evaluate false positives, and the like.
In addition, we hold a meeting before each MWS session every
year to explain the MWS Datasets and expected research to re-
searchers. In doing so, we discussed about the MWS Datasets
face-to-face, received feedback, and asked researcher who might
come around to our activity to provide a dataset. Another ob-
jective of a questionnaire was to measure the effectiveness of the
MWS Datasets. We had two multiple-choice questions as fol-
lows; Q1) Did you come to be able to conduct new research by
using the MWS Dataset? and Q2) Did you find a research chal-
lenge or research objective from paper presented at the MWS ses-
sion? Total response was 15 in 2008, 25 in 2009, and 25 in 2010
and Table 1 shows the result. The value of the MWS Datasets
was clear from these figures. As a result through these activi-
ties, we have been motivated to develop and provide the MWS
Datasets over the last seven years.

Table 2 shows the MWS Datasets catalogue by collection year,
data format, and data size. Each dataset has interesting features
useful for conducting advanced research. To assist researchers in
using each dataset with a correct understanding, this section ex-
plains the details of each dataset from the viewpoints of collection
environment, applied techniques, and expected research.

2.1 CCC DATAset
The CCC DATAset consists of a malware sample, honeypot

packet trace, and malware collection log. CCC [24], [25], Cyber

Clean Center, was a project that has analyzed characteristics of
bots and botnets and provided information for the removal of bots
from users’ computers. The project was coordinated by the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs and Communications and the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry in Japan and ended in March 2011.
This dataset was collected from server-side, high-interaction hon-
eypots operated by the CCC in a distributed manner. Signifi-
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Table 2 MWS Datasets Catalogue.

name collection year format size

CCC DATAset (See Section 2.1)
malware sample 2008∼2013 tsv 18 K samples
packet traces (honeypot) 2008∼2011 pcap 10 GB
malware collection log 2007∼2011 csv 6.7 M records

MARS for MWS (See Section 2.2) 2008∼2010 misc. 10 GB
(compressed)

D3M (See Section 2.3)
malware sample 2010∼2014 tsv 73 samples
packet traces (honeypot) 2010∼2014 pcap 219 MB
packet traces (dynamic analyis) 2012∼2014 pcap 16 MB

IIJ MITF DATAset (See Section 2.4)
attack communication log 2011∼2012 csv 108.6 M records
malware collection log 2011∼2012 csv 34.6 M records

PRACTICE Dataset (See Section 2.5) 2013 pcap 742 MB

FFRI Dataset (See Section 2.6)
dynamic analysis log (oss) 2013∼2014 json 5.6 K samples
dynamic analysis log 2014 json 3 K samples
(commercial)

NICTER Darknet Dataset 2011∼2014 pcap 53 GB
(See Section 2.7)

cant features of these honeypots are the large scale, the use of
multiple internet service providers (ISPs), and periodic revert-
ing. Over a hundred honeypots accepted attacks and collected
malware through multiple ISPs, creating a dataset that would be
difficult for individual researchers to obtain. These honeypots
were based on Windows 2000 and Windows XP SP1 virtual ma-
chines which periodically reverted at intervals of typically fifteen
minutes to keep the environment safe but allowing malware to
execute itself behind a firewall. Consequently, the packet trace
contains malware activities occurring after the actual infection.
2.1.1 Malware Samples

A malware sample is used to perform research on malware
analysis techniques. To select malware samples to be used for re-
search, we set the three criteria; 1) Samples that have already been
analyzed statically, 2) the samples should have intrinsic character-
istics and functions, and 3) samples which are not detectable by
major anti-virus software when they were collected. We applied
these criteria year-by-year, resulting in 101 malware samples se-
lected from 2008 to 2011. After 2012, the CCC liaison committee
continued to operate honeypots on a reduced scale, even though
the CCC project had ended. In accordance with this change, we
revised third criteria; 3) that malware samples were detectable by
major anti-virus software, which resulted in over 10 K malware
samples for 2012 and 7 K malware samples for 2013.

To ensure the safe sharing of malware samples, the samples
are specified as the lists of a hash digest. Actual malware binaries
were made available appropriately within the MWS community.
2.1.2 Packet Traces

Packet traces of two honeypots based on Windows 2000 and
XP SP1 for two successive days were provided in 2008 and 2009
to improve bot infection detection and analysis techniques. The
collection period was extended from two days to one week in
2010 with both honeypots based on Windows XP SP1 due to Win-
dows 2000 having reached its end-of-life. Further extension in
2011 involved the packet traces of two honeypots being gathered
for two weeks twice a year, in August 2010 and in January 2011,
aimed at detecting both short- and long-term trend changes. As
we mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, packet traces

contain malware activities occurring after infection during the re-
verting period of a honeypot. As a safeguard against unintended
honeypot compromise, we restricted several ports accessible to
the Internet and limited the traffic rate. Under these adjustments,
malware activities after infection were very useful for identifying
command and control communication, analyzing the download-
ing of further malware, and the like.
2.1.3 Malware Collection Logs

The malware collection log was offered for conducting re-
search such as trend analysis techniques of bot and botnet activi-
ties from wider and long-term perspectives. In fact, the logs were
collected in Japan by approximately a hundred honeypots under
multiple ISPs for specifically three years and three months, from
November 2007 to January 2011. Each record of the log consists
of a time stamp, source IP address, source port number, desti-
nation IP address, destination port number, TCP or UDP, SHA1
hash digest of the collected malware binary, detection name by
anti-virus software, and file path of the installed malware. The
source or destination IP address representing a honeypot depend-
ing on the direction of communication was replaced with a hon-
eypot ID such as honey016 to anonymize the location of the hon-
eypot.

2.2 MARS for MWS
The MARS, Malware/Minimal-attack Analysis Result Set [26],

is a set of dynamic and static analysis data for the malware sam-
ples of the CCC DATAset 2008, 2009, and 2010. One part of the
metadata contains the hash digest, file name, file size, file type,
detection name, and time stamp of the anti-virus software, as well
as the version of the antivirus software with regard to a particular
malware sample. The other is a reference list of each analysis re-
sult file with its analysis time stamp and tool information. These
metadata are provided in XML format for researchers to use me-
chanically. Analysis results are classified on a dynamic and static
basis.

Dynamic analysis is conducted on a non-virtualized physical
server using a fake DNS server. The analysis results include the
physical memory dump acquired after one minute of malware bi-
nary execution, packet traces for the five minutes following mal-
ware execution, and the query log of the fake DNS server. The
results of static analysis consist of the strings of printable char-
acters in the malware binary and several analysis results obtained
by adapting the Volatility Framework [27] to the memory dump
obtained in dynamic analysis, such as dlllist, modules, splits, and

sockets. Since the MARS for MWS is a first-step analysis from
both the dynamic and static perspectives, researchers can reduce
the initial cost of malware analysis.

2.3 D3M
The Drive-by Download Data by Marionette (D3M) is a set of

packet traces collected from the web-client, high-interaction hon-
eypot system, Marionette [28], [29], which is based on Internet
Explorer on Windows OS with several vulnerable plugins, such
as Adobe Reader, Flash Player, WinZip, QuickTime and Java.
This data focuses on drive-by download attacks caused by crawl-
ing malicious web sites according to threat transitions from ex-
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ploiting OS services remotely. The datasets contain packet traces
for the two periods; infection and after infection. The latter uses
the dynamic malware analysis system, BotnetWatcher [30].

The packet traces of a web client honeypot are intended to
identify the techniques that attackers are using. For example, a
defaced web page contains a script to determine the version of a
specific browser and its plugins and then redirects the client to
a different web page to exploit the client effectively. The packet
traces are collected after Marionette crawls the malicious URLs
one time to filter out the benign pages. Since the data collection
was conducted across different days in one year from 2010 to
2014, researchers can perform comparative analysis to determine
the trend of the attack methods.

Malware is installed and executed on a host as a result of a
drive-by download attack. However, Marionette does not allow
malware execution after installation. The hash digests of col-
lected malware binaries are listed in this data. Of course, real
binaries can be obtained through the MWS community and re-
searchers can try to analyze the malware itself, any correlation
with the attack methods, and the like.

After malware collection by Marionette, each malware is an-
alyzed for ten minutes in the BotnetWatcher, a dynamic analysis
system connected to the Internet. Packet traces are captured dur-
ing analysis; hence, they contain the malware’s network activi-
ties, such as Internet connectivity checks, command and control
communication, and the download of other malware. These are
extremely useful for conducting extrusion detection research.

2.4 IIJ MITF DATAset
The IIJ MITF DATAset is collected by server-side, low-

interaction honeypots based on the open source honeypot, dion-

aea [31], operated by Internet Initiative Japan - Malware Inves-

tigation Task Force (IIJ MITF) [32]. This dataset contains attack
communication and malware collection logs from a hundred hon-
eypots between July 1, 2011 and April 30, 2012 in order to dis-
cover the trends of bot and botnet. In addition, the collection
period overlapped with the CCC DATAset, with the result that re-
searchers can correlate attacks and analyze variations in the dif-
ferences among the types of honeypot. Also, the CCC DATAset
is based on honeypots distributed over multiple ISPs in Japan
whereas the honeypots of IIJ MITF are deployed closely within
one ISP.

The attack communication log contains necessary data such as
time stamp, source IP address, source port number, honeypot ID,
and destination port. The malware collection log is similar to the
malware collection log of the CCC DATAset, except for the file
type of downloaded malware and the exploited vulnerability in-
formation. As a kind of statistic, the concordance rate between
the IP address that a honeypot was attacked by and IP address
that a honeypot downloaded malware from is 99% which means
that most of the malware attacks the host and then lets the host
download malware from itself.

2.5 PRACTICE Dataset
The PRACTICE [33] project, Proactive Response Against

Cyber-attacks Through International Collaborative Exchange, is

funded by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications
and observes changes in the operation of the attackers for the de-
fense response as one of their activities. The project’s approach
focuses on the long-term network activity of malware on a dy-
namic analysis system [30] connected to the Internet. For in-
stance, an attacker updates the malware to improve functional-
ity or deploys a redundant configuration of command and control
servers.

The PRACTICE Dataset contains the packet traces obtained
during long-term dynamic analysis of five malware samples
(Zbot, SpyEye, etc.) and their metadata, containing a hash di-
gest of the target malware, file name of packet traces, IP address
assigned to the analysis host, analysis start and end times, and
name detected by four anti-virus software packages. During an
analysis period of up to one week at almost the same time in the
middle of May 2013, we can observe peer-to-peer communica-
tion using high ports, downloading of files, repeated resolution of
specific host names, and the like. For example, a specific piece
of malware tried to join an IRC channel containing a specific user
but it was blocked by server. The malware continued to attempt to
rejoin periodically. In this case, no other activities were observed,
so the amount of data for one week was 2.6 MB. Another exam-
ple exhibited a large sized data collection of 494 MB, which con-
tained massive peer-to-peer communication of ZeroAccess [34].
Analysis of malicious network activities, proposal of detection,
and improvement of analysis environment are research examples
expected using this dataset.

2.6 FFRI Dataset
The FFRI Dataset focuses on the internal activities that are

caused to the host by malware and is provided in the JSON format
that is generated by the dynamic analysis system. The Cuckoo

sandbox [35] was used as an open source dynamic analysis tool
in 2013 and 2014, and FFR yarai analyzer Professional [36], a
commercial dynamic analysis system, was also used in 2014. The
total number of analysis subjects was 2,644 in 2013 and 3,000 in
2014, solely in the Portable Executable (PE) format. Most of
these were selected randomly from a massive collection of mal-
ware by crawling the web sites reflecting the trends of the mal-
ware at that time. In addition, there were a few malware related
to well-known incidents such as a massive computer shutdown
in South Korea on March 20, 2013 [37]. The execution time for
Cuckoo sandbox was set to 90 seconds in 2013 and 120 seconds
in 2014, respectively. For FFR yarai analyzer Professional [36],
the execution time was set to 60 seconds.

Cuckoo sandbox generates an analysis report that consists of
various information such as analysis time, analysis summary, file
creation information, API calling, process tree, network activi-
ties, static information (hash digests, the section structure of PE
file, import DLLs and the strings of printable characters in the
malware binary), detection result by VirusTotal [38], and detec-
tion result by the default rule sets of the YARA signature [39].
The analysis summary, which is on the basis of file and registry
access during malware execution, is useful to grasp an overview
of malware behaviors. API call history is useful to analyze the
details of malware activities.
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FFR yarai analyzer Professional generates information logs
that consist of histories of file access, registry access, network
access, and API calls. It is noteworthy that this commercial tool
has the capability of analyzing evasive malware [2] that can detect
specific malware analysis environments and hide its malicious ac-
tions. Researchers can use the FFRI dataset to perform analysis
such as classifying malware samples using the patterns of their
activities, studying how the different dynamic analysis systems
are affected by analysis environment, and etc.

2.7 NICTER Darknet Dataset
The NICTER Darknet Dataset is a set of packet traces col-

lected from April 1, 2011 using the darknet monitoring system,
NICTER [40]. The NICTER covers approximately 240 K unused
IP addresses. Of the 240 K addresses, a subset of addresses with
a /20 network prefix (4,096 IP addresses) is used for the NICTER
Darknet Dataset. The packet traces contain scan packets to ex-
plore the reachable hosts by worms and researchers, backscatter
packets caused by source IP address spoofing and the like. Thus,
various suspicious activities can be observed by analyzing this
dataset, which is also suitable for trend analysis as a result of con-
taining more than three successive years of data. To anonymize
the darknet sensors, the first and second octets of a destination IP
address are replaced appropriately. A featured difference between
this dataset and others is the ability for researchers to access past
and real-time data using the NONSTOP [41], Platform as a Ser-
vice (PaaS) environment, to analyze cyber security-related data
safety from a remote site. In case of using original code to an-
alyze data in the NONSTOP, researchers can transfer their code
and execute them by themselves. On the other hand, download-
ing files from the NONSTOP to a local host is strictly restricted
by multiple filters and the files are saved for audit to prevent the
leak of cyber security-related data that is prohibited to bring out
from the NONSTOP.

The number of packets collected per day by NICTER was al-
most 1.5 M. It has reached up to 4.5 M due to distributed re-
flection denial of service (DRDoS) attacks using DNS and NTP
servers since 2013. The number of observed IP addresses was
fewer than 10 K prior to the end of 2013, but it almost doubled in
2014 in response to the number of collected packets. Interesting
research, such as determining predictors of a massive attack and
correlation analysis with other datasets to deepen the suspicious
activities observed can be conducted using this dataset.

3. Practical Effectiveness of Sharing MWS
Datasets

We present the effectiveness of the MWS Datasets by track-
ing the record of published papers at yearly MWS sessions that
used the datasets. In addition, we introduce research examples to
explain how to empower their research by the use of the MWS
Datasets. These results are concrete evidence that the MWS
Datasets have helped accelerate anti-malware research in Japan.

3.1 Tracking the Record of MWS Datasets Use
We measure the effectiveness of sharing the MWS Datasets by

tracking the number of published papers on anti-malware at CSS

Fig. 2 Number of papers on anti-malware in CSS before and after sharing
the MWS Datasets.

Table 3 Number of published papers using each dataset in MWS.

’08 ’09 ’10 ’11 ’12 ’13 ’14

CCC DATAset 22 27 16 15 9 3 3
MARS for MWS - - 1 1 0 0 -
D3M - - 4 3 3 9 14
IIJ MITF DATAset - - - 1 - - -
PRACTICE Dataset - - - - - 3 1
FFRI Dataset - - - - - 5 2
NICTER Darknet Dataset - - - - - 6 2
Introduction of datasets 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

Total* 22 28 22 20 13 25 21
(Student paper) 8 15 10 9 9 10 10

-: Not available dataset that year included former dataset

*: Eliminated duplication of papers using multiple datasets

from 2003 to 2014 before and after the first MWS as a part of CSS
in 2008 (Fig. 2). The result shows that the total number of mal-
ware related papers has more than doubled since 2008 and that
the MWS Datasets have significantly contributed to the expan-
sion of the data-driven anti-malware research in Japan. Table 3
shows the number of published papers using each dataset in past
MWS. In addition to those in Table 3, there are some datasets
that could not be provided owing to yearly contracts with dataset
providers; these are shown as “-” in Table 3, as well as for the
case that a certain dataset was yet to be introduced. There are
some papers that used multiple datasets for their research, but
the specified total number of papers eliminates duplications. The
papers [6], [7], [8], [10] explaining the MWS Datasets were in-
troduced to share the summary of datasets at the opening session
of each workshop.

At the beginning of MWS, only the CCC DATAset was avail-
able to researchers, with papers using the CCC DATAset con-
sisting mostly of papers appearing in MWS every year. In ac-
cordance with the threat transition to drive-by download attacks,
the D3M could also be used, but the initial number of published
papers was limited. However, the D3M has been completely ac-
cepted by researchers in the past two years, and research on drive-
by download attacks has become a major trend in anti-malware
research. The FFRI Dataset, NICTER Darknet Dataset, and
PRACTICE Dataset were created in 2013. Although the number
of papers using them decreased in 2014, these datasets contain
a large amount of data compared to the CCC DATAset and the
D3M; hence, new ways to use these datasets can be expected to
be introduced in the near future. From another perspective, based
on the number of student papers appearing each year, it is reason-
able to say that the MWS Datasets are easier for non-professional
people to use.
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3.2 How to Empower Research
We have developed the MWS Datasets as a common dataset

for researchers to start working without performing initial data
collection themselves and learn practical techniques from others
easily. To conduct continuous experiment and analyze long-term
trend changes, we have provided various and past dataset, hence
some research has been achieved to improve the reliability of
proposed method and to share new findings from research. We
present an abstract of a research example and explain how to em-
power such research by the use the MWS Datasets in each case.
In summary, some research [16], [18], [20], [22], [23] has been
conducted without initial effort to collect an evaluation dataset
such as evaluating the proposed method properly, applying ma-
chine learning techniques, and improving the accuracy of the pro-
posed method. Others [15], [17], [19], [21] have facilitated shar-
ing the analysis techniques and results due to the effectiveness of
using a common dataset such as providing a guide to develop the
analysis environment, sharing the findings of analysis. This sec-
tion is also helpful to give readers a better understanding of the
research using each dataset.
CCC DATAset. Alkanet [15] can analyze malware using anti-
debugging techniques to evade dynamic analysis tools. Tracing
the system calls invoked by threads in real time can easily analyze
a malware infection in another running process and help to under-
stand malware behavior. In a few analysis cases, the behaviors of
SdBot, Palevo, and Polipos in the CCC DATAset 2011 resolved
such issues as the infection process, anti-debugging, and thread
injection. The authors contributed by sharing the technique and

the detailed results of analyzing the same dataset from a variety
of real-world malware samples as one of the most basic concepts
of dataset sharing.

In Ref. [16], packet traces of honeypots in the CCC DATAset
2009, 2010, and 2011 and packet traces of dynamic malware anal-
ysis in the D3M are used to evaluate the payload features for de-
tecting the network activities of malware after infection. The au-
thors enhanced the reliability of the proposed method by using
not only a single dataset, but also multiple datasets of different
years and types.
MARS for MWS. In Ref. [17], the difficulties in obtaining a
dataset regarding the malware activities that would be observed in
a real environment, and then the necessity of isolating a sandbox
to avoid causing adverse side effects to the Internet from malware
are explained. As a good guide to improving the dynamic anal-

ysis of malware for safety, the authors described the design and
implementation of an isolated sandbox for analyzing malware us-
ing a mimetic Internet. Furthermore, the MARS for MWS was
generated based on this sandbox using malware samples in the
CCC Datasets 2008 and 2009. This research contributed by of-
fering a useful example for generating datasets at an early stage
of MWS history.
D3M. As an example of research on drive-by download attacks,
a method based on applying an abstract syntax tree (AST) to
characterize obfuscated malicious JavaScript code has been pro-
posed [18]. The proposed method could classify similar obfus-
cated codes and detect similar codes by matching AST subtrees.
The D3M is used to evaluate the proposed method properly with-

out a barrier for collecting malicious web pages.
From another perspective, a paper [19] shows the results of an-

alyzing HTTP communication data in the D3M, and significant

features of malicious redirections are found effectively for mal-
ware detection. For example, the use of obfuscated JavaScript
code with no referrer redirection can be used as the fingerprint
of malicious redirection. Furthermore, the use of ephemeral port
numbers without the normal port number 80 and the faked header
field, “Content-Type,” are not used on normal web pages.
IIJ MITF DATAset. This paper [20] focuses on identifying the
command and control servers during the bot downloading phase.
Although it is difficult to trace the source country/IP address of
the botmaster, time zone correlation can be used as a tool to iden-
tify the time zone of the command and control servers. Using
over 30 M data records and almost five hundred unique malware
names from the IIJ MITF DATAset, the authors found a strong

correlation between active bot downloads and the time zone of
the command and control servers.
PRACTICE Dataset. In Ref. [21], features of malicious com-
munication generated by malware are discussed in detail. The
PRACTICE Dataset contains five files of packet traces during dy-
namic analysis of each malware. Hence, the paper reports anal-
ysis results such as longitudinal data analysis based on the com-
munication protocol, host-based analysis of HTTP communica-
tion, DNS query analysis, periodicity analysis, and packet size
analysis, as well as matching results with known IP address black
lists for each subject file. Some features enable distinguishing be-

tween normal traffic and malicious traffic, but this effort remains
confined to a survey; refer to the paper to understand this dataset.
FFRI Dataset. In Ref. [22], an unsupervised approach to extract
API call topics from a large corpus of API calls is proposed.
Through analysis of the API call logs collected from the thou-
sands of malware samples of this dataset, the concept of “API
call topics,” representing a set of API calls intrinsic to a spe-
cific group of malware samples, is produced by conducting non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) clustering analysis. Detect-
ing similar malware samples is demonstrated using extracted API
call topics. Furthermore, relevant clustering results and the de-
tected name from anti-virus software were discussed from an in-
dustrial perspective. The proposed method with wide use of the
dataset contents is a valuable case for applying machine learning

techniques to malware classification and behavioral detection of
malware.
NICTER Darknet Dataset. Attention is currently focused on
distributed DRDoS attacks, and amplifier probing for reflector at-
tacks is analyzed using this dataset that is difficult to collect on
their own in Ref. [23], with traffic captured from a campus net-
work. This research aims to classify organizations or tools that
perform amplifier probing and eliminate potential noise gener-
ated by the legitimate probing used for research purposes. The
approach of extracting fingerprints to classify amplifier probing
is based on case-control studies, and matching with the known
IP address list of universities and research institutes enables the
identification of legitimate probing. Results showed that this
dataset causes the majority of legitimate probing for research pur-
poses and the statistical differences between darknet and the cam-
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pus network. Hence, these findings can increase the accuracy of

amplifier probing detection and obtain information predictive of
attacks by eliminating noise.

4. Discussion

We have developed and provided the MWS Datasets for last
seven years as described in the beginning of Section 2. In this sec-
tion, we explain current limitations regarding the MWS Datasets
and discuss a path toward improving the MWS Datasets from our
experiences in terms of dataset varieties, dataset volume, dataset
continuity, and shared analysis environment. These discussions
point out the future directions for accelerating anti-malware re-
search and significance of dataset collection activity.
Dataset varieties. As we mentioned in Section 1, the MWS
Datasets cover three attack phases from the perspective of ad-
versaries. However, a recent attack vector can take many forms,
depending on environmental changes to our lives. For exam-
ple, smartphones and tablet PCs have been widely used not only
for business but also for pleasure in recent years. We face the
threat of Android malware, and now a relevant dataset has be-
come available from another project [42]. In other instances, we
must focus on the actions of cyber attackers under targeted attack,
such as advanced persistent threats (APT). The research dataset
Behavior Observable System 2014 (BOS 2014) [43] was intro-
duced and its observation environment explained in MWS 2014.
The BOS 2014 comprises two cases of a malware sample, packet
traces, and a process log collected from a virtual company that
is a malware execution environment. The malware that were at-
tached to e-mails are provided as well as the observed attacker’s
activities on the host within the virtual company. On the other
hand, to evaluate false positives and true negatives of the detec-
tion method, datasets of normal traffic or benign files are neces-
sary for verifying usefulness. Researchers typically use benign
data collected in their own environment, therefore, the compar-
ison of proposed methods is not an easy task at present. In ad-
dition, it is crucially important to develop a required dataset by
applying research results or collaborating with different groups.
Dataset scales and adequate sampling. When a researcher per-
forms data-driven research, it is ideal to have as much data as
possible because small and/or biased data could result in a wrong
conclusion. In other words, having generic data is necessary to
create reproducible research results. However, it is not feasible to
collect the entire set of data available on the Internet. To fill this
gap, the data providers can take two approaches: (1) increasing
the volume of datasets as much as they can afford and (2) reduc-
ing the volume of datasets without sacrificing the essence of the
data. In both cases, it is crucial that we can safely assume that
the collected dataset represents the reality; e.g., it covers various
malware families, it covers various types of attacks, and/or it is
not biased to a specific set of cases, etc.

For the first approach (1), the MWS Datasets include more
than 17 K hash values of malware samples, which is compara-
ble with the 12 K malware samples provided by the MALICIA
Project [44]. However, given the scale of recent malware analysis
research such as Ref. [45], where 8 million malware samples are
used, we may need to increase the volume of the MWS Datasets

to be able to verify that the analysis results are not biased to a
specific set of data. We note that increasing the dataset volume
requires a lot of additional effort such as resource management or
storage volume. We leave these items for our future work.

For the second approach (2), more research on performing ap-
propriate data sampling would be necessary i.e., instead of trying
to increase the volume in a blind way, we can focus our attention
on the areas that likely reflect the essential features. For instance
as we mentioned in Section 2, while the NICTER darknet covers
240 K IP addresses, the NICTER Darknet Dataset covers 4,096 IP
addresses. If we could assume that the sampled 4 K IP addresses
are a part of a /20 network prefix in the 240 K IP space, the re-
duced size of the dataset should suffice for some objectives. Also,
we may want to extend the coverage of the dataset, eliminating
a huge number of potential duplications. Thus, the collection of
a large amount of data together with the adequate sampling tech-
nologies is left for future research topics. In case of malware
sample, if we can achieve effective sampling that reflected major
features of malware, we can identify minor features or new fea-
tures to put a high priority on analysis. As one of the future re-
search items, it is also promising that researchers collaboratively
collect data using the same tools and share the data with each
other.
Dataset continuity. We must not lose sight of another perspec-
tive; the continuous accessibility of a dataset to researchers. Once
a dataset is no longer provided, researchers are unable to continue
to improve their proposed methods, such as anomaly detection or
attack trend analysis. Nonetheless, there is cost in maintaining the
observation environment, collecting a dataset, and preparing to
provide the dataset. Obviously, a dataset is crucial for researchers
to conduct advanced research, but sharing a dataset is not a sim-
ple task. Providing a dataset also presents the advanced technol-
ogy of the dataset provider. However, providing a dataset con-
tinuously allows one to receive good feedback from researchers
using the dataset. It can also serve as a trigger for promoting
new research. From a long-term perspective, both uni- and bidi-
rectionality can balance dataset providers and users in industry,
academia, and research institutes.
Shared analysis environment. For further discussion, we men-
tion the analysis environment for using the datasets. As we men-
tioned in Section 2.7, the NICTER Darknet Dataset is provided
in a remote access environment to allow the safe access of dark-
net traffic. If commonly used tools are available in the shared
environment in this way, then the barriers to reproducing existing
approaches for comparison, when researchers evaluate their pro-
posals, can be lowered. In addition, with respect to the dataset
volume, the control of huge data might increase the cost and de-
crease the accessibility of a dataset. Thus, a shared environment
of dataset and analysis tools is one idea for accelerating data-
driven anti-malware research in the future.

5. Related Work

We review some examples of shared datasets in the research
community in parallel with the attack phases noted in Fig. 1.

In phase 1) probing, there are various types of datasets. The
CAIDA [46] collects several different types of data, including
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Table 4 Comparison with typical dataset.

Dataset Variety Volume Continuity

MWS Yes Yes Yes
CAIDA [46] No Yes Yes

PREDICT [47] No Yes Yes
DARPA [49] No Yes No

MALICIA [44] No - No

backscatter, distributed denial of service (DDoS) scans, and
worms, as well as traffic and topology. The PREDICT [47] shares
430 datasets in 13 categories contributed by nine data providers,
such as Blackhole Address Space Data, IDS and Firewall Data,
and SSL Certificate Data. Researchers in the USA and other se-
lected countries are approved for creating accounts and accessing
the repository. Since 2011, WOMBAT [48] has organized open
workshops known as BADGERS workshops. This project aims
to gather security related raw data, enrich the data using analytical
techniques, and provide root cause analysis to project members.

In phase 2) infection, the historic DARPA Intrusion Detection
Data Sets [49] from 1998 to 2000 were released training data and
testing data for IDS evaluation with packet traces, audit data,
and file system dumps. The hpfriends social data-sharing plat-
form [40] of the Honeynet Project shares the distributed honey-
pots operated by each contributor. The Contagio [50] shares mal-
ware samples relating to APT attacks and their packet traces cap-
tured during dynamic analysis. The Open Malware [51] stores
over five million samples as of November 11, 2014 collected by
honeypots and user submissions. The MALICIA Project [44] pro-
vides 11,688 labeled malware samples collected over a period
of 11 months and lists 42 institutions releasing this dataset on
the web. The Android Malware Genome Project [42] shares over
1,200 Android malware samples. As of July 31, 2014, this project
has been released to 421 universities, research labs, and compa-
nies listed on the web.

Datasets corresponding to phase 3) of malware activities are
available from free services. The Anubis [52] is a free analysis
service operated by a security research group. Users can submit
a subject for analysis using Windows executables and Android
APK files, and obtain an analysis report. The Malwr [53] is an-
other free analysis service and community launched in 2011. All
analysis subjects of the Malwr have totalled more than 211,000
as of November 11, 2014.

As there are many others, we cite a few more examples. The
MACCDC [54] and the CDX [55] were collected during an at-
tack and defense challenge by a Red Team versus a Blue Team,
and contain packet traces and related logs. The CFReDS [56] is
a set of forensic images for search data and file carving. Using
synthetic data for machine learning-based cyber security experi-
ments is discussed in [57].

Table 4 summarizes typical dataset [44], [46], [47], [49] in-
troduced as above. Variety column denotes if the dataset cov-
ers three attack phases as we mentioned in Section 1. Only the
MWS Datasets cover the three attack phases of 1) probing, 2)
infection, and 3) malware activities after infection, as shown in
Fig. 1 Volume column denotes if the dataset can be used for ex-
perimentation. Many publications using the dataset are listed in
each website or in the result of the web search. The most recent

MALICIA dataset has been provided since 2013 so it has po-
tential for growth in the near future. Continuity column denotes
the continuous accessibility and update of the dataset. Both the
DARPA Intrusion Detection Data Sets and the MALICIA dataset
are currently available but they are not renewed for the time being
at least. All of these datasets can together fill a data gap with the
MWS Datasets, however, the MWS Datasets have an advantage
for anti-malware research from the perspectives of dataset variety
and continuity.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the MWS Datasets and shared use-
ful datasets for anti-malware research covering the three attack
phases of probing, infection, and malware activities after infec-
tion. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the MWS Datasets, we
tracked the number of published papers on anti-malware at yearly
CSS before and after sharing the MWS Datasets. The total num-
ber of malware-related papers more than doubled as a result, and
therefore we can judge that we significantly contributed to accel-
erate anti-malware research in Japan. Also we presented some
research cases to explain how to empower malware research by
using the MWS Datasets. Lowering the barrier of the initial ef-
fort to collect a dataset and sharing analysis techniques and re-
sults were essential factors to improve research activities. By do-
ing this, this paper provides the definitive collection of the MWS
Datasets for overseas researchers to refer to in using the datasets.
We also discussed the varieties of dataset and their continuous ac-
cessibility for the purposes of improving the datasets. Not only
the datasets, but also the analysis environment and dataset sizes
were discussed to accelerate anti-malware research. Even if these
datasets are easy to obtain, it is also necessary to improve the
ability of developing datasets. Thus, the sustainable framework
of collecting, sharing, and utilizing the datasets with the contribu-
tion of each other is indispensable to anti-malware research. Of
course, we continue efforts to discuss and develop new datasets
depending on the trend of attacks. Hereafter, we hope that re-
searchers will develop new datasets to share by applying their
own techniques and/or environments.
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